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ITS EFFECT ON MW DX RECEPTION

by Gordon P. Nelson

The close statistical relationship between geomagnetic disturbances and MW recep-

tion quality was apparently recognized quite early in the history of radio research.
As early as 1927 Pickard' reported on extensive measurements of received field
strengths of stations on frequencies ranging from long wave to SW and concluded, "It

appears that reception in the frequency band of 500-1500 kilocycles shows higher
correlation with solar activity and terrestrial magnetism than does any other inves-

tigated portion of the (radio) spectrum."
The attention of MW DX'ers was focussed on the close connection between geomagne-

tic activity and HW D~ conditions by Gray Scrimgeour in 1968 who observed that the

reception of TA's on the West Coast in 1965-1967 occurred primarily during extended

periods of geomagnetic quiet'. The present author made similar observations .rela-
ting East Coast receptions of high latitude Scandinavian and Far East stations with

geomagnetically quiet periods. We also demonstrated that the long-observed geogra-
phical pattern of "auroral conditions" in which rec~ption from the south is highly
favored while skywave signals from the north, east, and west are greatly weakened

can be explained in terms of the geographical pattern of fonospheric absorption.
associated with charged particle precipitation along the southern edge of the auro-
ral oval ),',

Since that time the publication of geomagnetic
routine and most active MW DX'ers monitor the WWV

at 18 minutes after the hour to get an indication
tions.

The precise relationahip between a particular geomagnetic index such as the
Boulder AlO value transmitted by WWV and MW reception quality on a particular path

is very complex and it is only within the past few years with the advent of power-
ful new computer and satellite techniques that some of these details are becominf
understood.

Several years ago we conducted an important experiment which greatly clarified

certain aspects of the relationship between geomagnetic indices and high latitude

reception quality. Reception quality on 32 different high latitude MW sign~l paths
determined every 3 hours for a one month period was compared with both high lati-

tude satellite photographs showing the precise location of the auroral oval rela-
tive to the signal paths at the times of reception and with geomagnetic indices
simultaneously measured at a variety of different ground sites near the signal

paths. The aouthern edge of the auroral oval which marks the equator-ward boundary
of active charged particle precipitation into the E and D regions of the ionosphere
was seen to exert a very stronp; irofluence on MW DX rec;.eption: durinp; the e-ntire

month not a single- reception occurred on any path wljich intersected or passed with-
in 20 of the aurorAl oval boundary a~ seen from the satellite. Movement of the

oval boundAry was chown to be st,'orwJy but not perfectly correlated wi tc a v&riety

of georr.agneticipdices. Generally !';.cakingboth reception quality and the degree
of visible auroral oval exTansion s!:owthe \:)estcorrelation with the planetary 3
h()~r K lndicee which re"rese~t worldwide average measures ot auroral/geoma(netic
disturbance levels rather than with indices from individual atations such an Boul-

der or Fredericksburr.

As we have 8~r~ested previously, one limitation on the practical usefulness of
readily available geomagnetic indices is the method used to calculate the daily
A i~dex from the eight daily values of the 3-hour K iDdex'~ A similar problem
exists with re8ard to the choice of a single station index as an approximation to

the more useful planetary indices such as A., K., AE, and Q, none of which unfortu-

nstely is available tor Rome months after the tact. Based upon this and related

work we here present some guidelines for those interested in relating geomagnetic
indices with DX reception.

1. TA reception showe a definite statistical tendency to peak just prior to or

during the initial plas~E ot a geomagnetic disturbance. Look tor particularly good

reception about the time of onse-t of a major disturbance. This effect is believed
to be due to a redistribution of electrons in the base of the E region.

2. Planetary indices are more closely related to MW absorption than are indivi-
dual station indices.

,. Poor reception trequently continues ror upwards of a week rollowing a majo~
disturbance even though the geomagnetic indices may have returned to normal. This
in believed to be due to t~e phenomenon of parasitic cyclotron resonance betwe~n
radiation belt electron. and naturally occurin£ ELF noi.e «enerated within th.

magnetosphere by the original disturbance which persists up to a week.

indices in DX bulletins han beco~'

transmissions of geomagnetic data
ot the onaet of auroral condi-

4. The tendency for solar disturbances to repast e.ery solar rotation period

(27 days) frequently permits a good deal ot predicti.e ability by .eans of siaple

rraphical techniques. In particular the nights of outstanding reception which tend
to occur about the time of onset of some disturbances will tend to repeat every 27

days.
5. The parameter moat closely related to MW absorption is the number and energy

.f the charged particles which are precipitating at particular locations along the
,ignal path. These quantities can be measured by satellite and recent obserYation8

luggest that .ajor geomagnetic diaturbances tall into several different categ6ries
iepending upon the number and energy of precipitating electrons and protons. The

~8jority or disturbances are at the hard variety in which precipitation etfects
penetrate the ion08phere deeply enough to effect the entire broadcast band. Some
,torms however, teature precipitating energy spectra which can increase so.e high

band signal strengths at times by altering the vertical aignal path trajectory.
Both hard and sort auroral precipitation events usually produce the 8ame or at lea~t

~ery similar geomagnetic erfects and probably can only be ditferentiated by sate-
llite observations.

6. Reception along 80ae tran8polar paths such as Sinkiang-1525 can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by geomagnetic/auroral disturbances of both hard and soft varieties,

This is apparently due to the trapping at the aignal between the auroral sporadic E
Jayer and the F layer.

7. The influence of the statistical behavior at MW DX aignals Bust be taken into

account when interpreting MW DX data. Generally speaking the median value of the
received signal strength is depressed much more by a geomagnetic/auroral disturbance
than are the lower decile values. This means that while the average or median value

of the signal may be reduced by say 15 dB due to a particular disturbance, the peak
level that the signal rsaches during the course of the evening may be only a few dB
below what it attains on a good undisturbed night. Thus, for short periods at time,

near-normal signal strengths .ay be experienced during even Beverly disturbed condi-
tions.

8. It is now believed that geomagnetic/auroral diaturbances are triggered by a
reversal in the polarity or the interplanetary magnetic field between the earth and
lun. This parameter is currently monitored from satellites and holds considerable

pr~mise for the eventual prediction of geomagnetic/auroral disturbances.
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